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Outline
• Advanced Studies and Future Mission Context
and Priorities for Space Exploration
• Study on potential Canadian infrastructure
contributions on the lunar surface
• Food Production: Vision and Status

Note: Focus of presentation on human space exploration.
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Advanced Studies and Future
Mission Priorities
• Goal:

• Define options for Canada’s participation in future
national and international space exploration missions
in areas of Canadian strength, including those with
commercial elements

• Driven by Canada’s Space Strategy Discipline
science priorities, including

• Canadian Long Range Plans for astronomy and
astrophysics (coming soon)
• Canadian Healthcare in Deep Space (June 2019)

• International context – Global Exploration Roadmap
/ Supplement
• Define opportunities for Canadian contributions
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ISECG Update: GER Supplement
• International Space Exploration Coordination Group
 Voluntary, non-binding coordination forum of 24 space agencies

• Global Exploration Roadmaps (GER) (2018)
• GER Supplement (Aug 2020)






Growing Global Momentum
Major Updates in Lunar Exploration Plans
Lunar Surface Exploration Objectives
Updated Lunar Surface Exploration Scenario
Increasing Industry Capabilities

• Expected to be used for the dialogue with
stakeholders and international or commercial
partners to promote collaboration.
GER Supplement available: www.globalspaceexploration.org
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Canada’s Future Mission Contribution to International Lunar
Exploration and Sustainable Human Presence
CSA has commissioned Euroconsult NA to undertake a “Business Case and Value Proposition
Analysis to Identify Possible Canadian Contributions to Future International Lunar Exploration
Initiatives”.
• Identify, assess and recommend large mission critical contributions which Canada
and its commercial partners could consider making to international space
exploration initiatives
• On the lunar surface, based upon the country’s industrial and technological
heritage and growth capacity.
• Follows LEAP initiatives undertaken by the Canadian Government with the
objective to maintain Canada’s position within leading spacefaring nations and
bringing maximum benefits to Canadian citizens and industry.
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Canada’s Future Mission Contribution to International Lunar
Exploration and Sustainable Human Presence
The study is structured in 3 phases, each building on the previous inputs:
• Phase 1 - Lunar mission scenario analysis and Canadian capability
(opportunity): Evaluation of the technological needs and opportunities associated
with evolving international human lunar surface exploration in the 2030s. The
selection of a first set of candidate contribution options advances to Phase 2;
Completion Date: Fall 2020 (Complete).
• Phase 2 - Convergence to a subset of contributions (detailed study): Conduct
detailed cost-benefit analysis of the options pre-selected in Phase 1, ranking and
selecting top potential contributions; Selection of a small set (3) candidate
contributions advance to Phase 3. Completion Date: Spring/Summer 2021.
• Phase 3 - Business case and value proposition analysis of most beneficial
contributions (further “deep-dive”): Compare the three potential contribution
options selected in Phase 2. It develops for each option a dedicated business case
and value proposition analysis. It provides recommendations to the CSA in terms of
investment options. Completion Date: Spring 2022.
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Systems Being Considered for Assessment in Phase 2

Credit: Euroconsult NA (August 2020)

Notes:
• Phase 1 Results: a. Rockets, Landers & Prop and b. Habitats & Life Support will not advance to Phase 2; Human Health and Medical Systems are
being assessed separately
• Study results will guide future planning activities. Other systems, especially those related to commercial opportunities, will still be considered.
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CSA Food Production Initiative
• Space Strategy: “…explore how to help improve the accessibility of food across
Canada, including the North, with the aim of, one day, taking these lessons
learned to help astronauts grow food off Earth.”
• Vision Statement (consultations on-going): By the mid-2030s, Canada will have
sought after food production capabilities for long-duration human spaceflight and
provide one or several critical systems to an international partner lunar surface
food system.
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Naurvik Initiative
•

Joint effort between Arctic Research Foundation, NRC, AAFC,
CSA and the community of Gjoa Haven, Nunavut

•

Naurvik - “Growing place”


A containerized plant growth system initially deployed in October 2019



A test-bed for food production in space, and as a focal point for
innovative research and learning opportunities

•

First harvests generated great enthusiasm in the community

•

Goal to continue to grow this long-term collaboration


CSA evaluating responses to a RFP for training and capacity development of
Gjoa Haven community members in plant production, environmental control
and space sciences
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CSA Food Production Initiative
• Based upon previous Canadian activities in space-based food production,
CSA recognises there is great expertise in the Canadian community
• Options analysis is on-going, considering opportunities such as:
• Opportunities for science and technology development within the Naurvik Initiative
• Formation of a food production topical team
• A challenge focused at the intersection between the space and terrestrial sectors
• Future concept studies
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Conclusions
• Planning for future exploration missions is driven by national and international
priorities
• Ongoing planning activities across all space exploration domains
• Human Spaceflight, Health Life Sciences, Planetary Sciences, Space Astronomy

• Lunar exploration plays an important role
• Several activities are underway to define options for Canada’s participation in
future national and international space exploration missions in areas of
Canadian strength, including those with commercial elements
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ISECG Lunar Surface Exploration Scenario
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Lunar Surface Exploration Scenario Objectives

Readable version at: https://www.globalspaceexploration.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/GER_2020_supplement.pdf
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Assessment Criteria

Credit: Euroconsult NA (August 2020)
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